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Abstract
Phenotype
and genotype markers of genetic
susceptibility
are of increasing
interest in case-control
studies of cancer. It is well established
that bias to the
odds ratio is caused by less-than-perfect
assay
sensitivity and specificity
and varies with risk factor
prevalence.
As such, the observed variation
in odds
ratio between studies of genetic markers and cancer
risk may be real, or may be attributed,
in part, to
variation
in assay accuracy or in risk factor prevalence
(e.g., prevalence
differences
between
racial groups).
The latter can be a particular
concern when the
prevalence
of the “at risk” polymorphism
in one or
more populations
is either very high (e.g., >85%)
or
very low (e.g., <15%).
For example,
even very high
sensitivity (e.g., 98%) can produce substantial
bias to
the odds ratio when the risk factor prevalence
is high.
Under some prevalence
conditions,
however,
assays
with only moderate
accuracy are sufficient
and result
in minimal bias to the odds ratio. Understanding
misclassification
in the context of marker prevalence
may help to explain disparate findings in the literature
and should assist investigators
in selecting markers that
are appropriate
for future studies.
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In addition,

under

common
to epidemiological
research,
of the laboratory
can introduce
further
such as variation
in subject compliance
protocols
and variation
in sample collectime-to-storage,

sources
drug,

of error
dietary,

and

shipment

for metabolic
or other

condi-

phenotype

exposures

which

inhibit or induce enzyme
activity
(8-12) and which may
cause individuals
who have a lrapidl
phenotype
to be
misclassified
as “slow,”
and vice versa. Genotype
can be
misclassified
due to failure to recognize
a variant
that
contributes
to the genotype
of interest,
false priming
in
polymenase
chain reaction-based
assays (13), and erroneous recognition
of a pseudogene.
Finally, coding errors
at any point during sample collection,
laboratory
analysis,
on data processing
are almost inevitable
and accumulate
in the data.
The influence
of misclassification
on estimates
of risk
has

been

extensively

addressed

in the

epidemiological

literature
(14-19).
In particular,
Flegal et a!. (20) have
described
bias to the odds ratio as a function
of sensitivity
and specificity
of risk factor categorization,
risk factor
prevalence,
and the magnitude
of the true risk. The
purpose of this article is to apply these principles
to casecontrol
studies of genetic
susceptibility
biomankers
and
cancer.
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in epidemiological

are of increasing
markers

that

investigations

have

interest
come

include

in cancer
under

study

polymorphisms

for enzymes
which
activate
and detoxify
xenobiotics,
such as NAT2
(1), CYP1A1
(2), CYP1A2
(3), CYP2D6
(4),
CYP2E1
(5), and GST1 (6), and polymorphisms
in genes
of uncertain
function,
such as HRAS-1
rare alleles (7).
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In case-control
studies,
the odds ratio is derived
as a
measure
of the strength
of an association
between
disease status and genetic risk factor status. Errors in defining
genetic susceptibility
will produce
an observed
odds ratio
that is a biased estimate of the true odds ratio. To simplify
the discussion,
genetic
risk factor status is defined
as a
binary variable (susceptible
versus nonsusceptible).
ASSay
accuracy
is defined
by Se,3 the proportion
of susceptibles
correctly
classified,
and Sp, the proportion
of nonsusceptibles correctly
classified
as such.
Using
the formula
derived
by Flegal
et a!. (20) we
calculate
values of the observed
odds ratio (OOR) as a
function
of the true odds ratio (TOR),
the true prevalence

The abbreviations

used are: Se, sensitivity;

Sp, specificity.
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(Prey) of the risk factor, and the assay Se and Sp.4 Bias to
the true odds ratio is defined
in terms of excess relative
risk (i.e., TOR
1) and can be expressed
as a simple
-

ratio:
OOR-TOR

Bias=

TOR-1

When the true odds ratio is greater than 1 bias is negative
if the true odds ratio is underestimated
and is positive
if
the true odds ratio is overestimated.
We assume that
misclassification
is nondifferential,
i.e., errors occur sim,

ilanly

for

cases

and

controls.

Under

the

range

of misclas-

sification
considered
in this article, the true odds ratio is
always underestimated
for categorical
variables
and bias
will, therefore,
be expressed
as a negative value.
The true odds ratio has been set at 10 in our exampIes. The relative
amount
of bias would
be more substantial at higher odds ratios and of smaller magnitude
at
lower odds ratios (20) for most scenarios.
Although
observed odds ratios are generally
less than 10 in epidemiological
studies that report significant
positive
associations, these estimates
of risk are based upon exposure
and biomarker
measures
that are likely to be reported
with

some

error.

We

show

that

under

conditions

corn-

mon in case-control
studies,
even small degrees
of misclassification
can reduce
observed
estimates
of a true
odds ratio of 10 to levels more commonly
found
in
epidemiological
research.
In this article,
we examine
how bias varies for selected assay values of Se and Sp as the prevalence
of the
susceptible
genetic risk factor in the controls
ranges from
1 to 99%.
For Se and Sp, we have selected
a range of
values from 100 to 70%,
which
are consistent
with
our
experience,
and that of other investigators,
in the evaluation of several
phenotype
and genotype
assays and
cancer risk (11, 12, 21-26).
The calculation
of Se and Sp
assumes the existence
of a gold standard.
When perfect
gold standards
do not exist, which is often the case with
newly developed
phenotype
and genotype
assays, values
of Se and Sp are generally
underestimated.
Results
Given a Se or Sp which
is less than perfect,
the degree
of bias to the true odds ratio will depend
on the prevalence of the genetic risk factor. In Fig. 1 we first consider
a scenario
where the true odds ratio is 10, Sp is perfect
(100%),
and Se varies from 70 to 99%. Under
these
conditions,
an assay with a Se of 90% results in a small
degree of bias when the prevalence
of the risk factor is
low (prevalence,
5%;
bias, -0.05;
observed
odds ratio,
9.6)
but substantial
bias when the prevalence
is higher
(prevalence,
50%; bias, -0.5; observed
odds ratio, 5.5).
Fig. 1 also shows that substantial
variability
in assay
,

Se produces

little

of the risk factor

difference

is low

in bias when

but substantial

the

prevalence

differences

in bias

as prevalence
increases.
For example,
at 1 0% prevalence,
assay Se of 99, 90, and 70% yield observed
odds ratio of
9.9 (bias, -0.01),
9.1 (bias, -0.10)
and 7.75 (bias, -0.25),
respectively.
In contrast,
at 50%
prevalence,
assay Se
over the same values
results
in observed
odds
ratio of
9.2 (bias, -0.09),
5.5 (bias, -0.50),
and 3.25 (bias, -0.75).
As previously
mentioned,
the magnitude
of this bias
is generally
smaller
as the true odds ratio decreases
(20).
Consider
a scenario
where
the genetic
risk factor
prevalence
is 50%, and the assay Se = 90%
and Sp = 100%.
As the true odds ratio ranges
over 20, 10, 5, and 2, the
observed
odds
ratios
are 7.3 (bias,
-0.67),
5.5 (bias,
-0.50),
3.6
(bias,
-0.33),
and
1.83
(bias,
-0.17),
respectively.
In Fig. 2, we consider
bias when
the assay Se is
perfect
and the assay Sp varies
from
70 to 99%.
Under
these
conditions,
less than
perfect
assay Sp results
in
substantial
bias to the true odds
ratio when
the prevalence of the risk factor
is low and smaller
degrees
of bias
as the prevalence
increases.
For example,
when
risk
factor prevalence
ranges from 1, 5, 10, and 5O%, and the
true odds ratio is 10, an assay with a Sp of 98% results
in
observed
odds ratio of 4.0 (bias, -0.66),
7.5 (bias, -0.28),

8.6 (bias,

-0.15),

[Se x TOR
[(1

-

Unpublished

data.

Se)Prev

[Se x Prey + (1
[(1

5

x Prey + (1
-

-

Se)TOR

-

Sp)(1

-

Prey)]

+ Sp (1

-

Prey)]

Sp)(1

-

Prey)] x

-

x Prey + Sp (1

-

Prey)]

X

-0.02),

respectively.

that variability
in assay 5p produces
degrees
of bias when
the prevarisk factor
is low and negligible
high prevalence.
For example,
at a
risk factor
in controls,
assay Sp of

observed

odds

-0.66),
50%,
assay

ratio

respectively.
Sp over

a prevalence
of
would
result in similar observed
-0.01)
and 9.2 (bias, -0.09).

of 8.5

(bias,

In contrast,
at
the same
values

odds

ratio

of 9.9 (bias,

risk

factor

Discussion
The

prevalence

of

the

genetic

should

be

considered
when
assessing
the bias caused
by risk factor
misclassification.
Nearly
perfect
Sp is critical
when
the
risk factor
prevalence
is very low (e.g., <1 5%) (27) while
nearly
perfect
Se is important
when
the risk factor
is very
high (e.g., >85%)
(20).
In contrast,
relatively
poor assay
Se produces
only a modest
bias to the true odds ratio at
low prevalence,
while
relatively
poor assay Sp produces
little bias at high prevalence.
Several
applications
of these
observations
follow.
Small differences
in genetic
marker
misclassification
may lead to discrepant
findings
between
studies
if marker

prevalence
substantial

is either
variation

very high or very
has been reported

ofthe
extensive/intermediate
phenotype
(prevalence,

Reported

odds

ratios

--92%)

have

low. For example,
for the association

debnisoquine
and risk

ranged

metabolizing
of lung cancer.

from

13.2

(28),

5.9

(29), and 4.8 (30), to 1.6 (26), 1.5 (31), and 1.4 (32). It is
possible
that the variation
in risk estimates
may be explained,
in part, by small degrees
of marker
misciassification.
For example,
one source
of assay inaccuracy
is

unrecognized

OOR

and 9.8 (bias,

Fig. 2 also shows
substantially
different
lence
of the genetic
differences
in bias at
5% prevalence
of the
99 and 90% yields
-0.16)
and 4.1 (bias,

intake

of quinidine

class

drugs

in study

subjects,
which
misclassified
as
bition
(11,
12).
control
study
of

can cause extensive
metabolizers
to be
poor
metabolizers
due to enzyme
inhiTable
1 portrays
a hypothetical
case200 lung cancer
cases and 200 controls

where

odds

the true

extensive/intermediate

ratio

of developing

metabolizers

lung cancer
is 8.6.

A phenotype
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Fig. 1. Bias to a true odds ratio (OR) of 10 and genetic marker prevalence,
given assay specificity
=
(Observed
OR - True OR)
Observed
OR calculated
with formula
presented
in footnote
4. Genetic
(True

assay with

OR

-

& Prevention

100% and varying
levels of sensitivity
(Se). ‘Bias
biomarker
prevalence
values (Refs. 2 33-37).

=

1)

a Se of

99%

odds
ratio
to 4.8 by
extensive/intermediate
lizers
(Table
1 ). If the

and a Sp of 100%
mislabeling
metabolizers

would

bias the

only
4 of
as poor

382 true
metabo-

4 misclassified
subjects
were all
cases the odds ratio would
decrease
to 2.8, a plausible
scenario
since lung cancer
patients
would
tend to use
more medication
than would controls
(Table 1). By cornpanison, if all 4 misclassified
subjects
were controls
the
odds ratio would be elevated
to 1 1.
It is increasingly
recognized
that the prevalence
of
many genetic
risk factors differ by race (33-37)
which
has implications
for cross-population
comparisons.
An
observed
difference
in risk between
racially distinct populations
which
also differ by prevalence
of the genetic
risk factor may be due to true racial differences
in risk
(attributable
to other unmeasured
factors) or to the impact of the same assay misclassification
in populations
which
differ in risk factor prevalence.
Consider
the example of a case-control
study of the association
of the
slow acetylation
polymorphism
and bladder
cancer.
If
the true risk was 10, an assay with a Se of 90% would
produce
an observed
odds ratio of 9.1 in a Japanese
population
(prevalence,
10%), 5.5 in a European
Caucasian population
(prevalence,
50%), and 1.9 in a Moroccan

population
[prevalence,
90%; prevalence
estimates
from
Weben (28)]. This phenomenon
should be excluded
as a
competing
explanation
for differences
in risk before attnibuting

such

differences

to race.

The slow acetylator
phenotype
is a risk factor for
bladder
cancer in populations
with occupational
exposure to aromatic
amines
(1), while the rapid acetylator
phenotype
may be a risk factor for colon cancer (3, 3840). A genotype
assay for NAT2 which
detects
90% of
slow acetylator
genotypes
and correctly
identifies
all
subjects with wildtype
alleles would
have Se = 90% and
Sp = 100% in a study of bladder
cancer.
At a slow
acetylator
genotype
prevalence
of 50%, this assay would
produce
a substantial
bias of -0.50
to a true odds ratio
of 10. In contrast,
the identical
assay, used in a study of
colon cancer, would
have an Se of 100% and an Sp of
90%, producing
a bias of only -0.09.
Thus, the same
assay applied
to the same population
with the same
prevalence
of NAT2 alleles would be appropriate
to use
in studies of colon cancer, but would be of marginal
use
in studies of bladder
cancer under these conditions.
Polymerase
chain reaction-based
techniques
have
recently
become
available
(13) to analyze genomic
DNA
samples
for CYP2D6
alleles, the gene which
codes for
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Fig. 2.

the

Bias to a true odds

debrisoquine

(proportion

ratio

of 10 and genetic

metabolizing

of poor

marker

phenotype.

metabolizers,

the

Range
prevalence,

Assay

protective

Sp

pheno-

type, correctly
identified)
ranges from 95 (23) to 75%
(25), while
Se is essentially
100% (23, 25). While
the
debrisoquine
phenotype
assay described
in Table 1 (Se,

(Acctvlation)

for Selected
given

assay

I

Polymorphisms
sensitivity

=

100%

,ind

varying

levels

of sperificity

ISp).

Sp, 100%)
would
bias a true odds
ratio of 8.6 to
4.8, a genotype
assay with an Se of 100% and Sp as low
as 50%
would
bias the odds
ratio
to only
8.3 under
conditions
of nondifferential
misclassification.
These
resuIts suggest
that for this case-control
study,
assays with
only moderate
specificity
would
be adequate,
while only
assays
with
essentially
perfect
sensitivity
would
be
99%;

acceptable.
Table

Impact of misclassifying
the debrisoquine
phenotype
in a hypothetical
case-control
study of lung cancer
(n = 200 cases, 200 controIs(
1

Classification
Risk factor

EM/tM
perfectly

PM

Se (%(

Sp 1%)

OR

Bias

classified

Case

198

2

100

100

Control

184

16

100

100

8.6

Nondifferential

C)

misclassification

Epidemiological
studies
should
attempt
to minimize
biomarker
misclassification
(reviewed
in Ref. 41). In general, however,
some
degree
of genetic
risk factor
misclassification
will almost
inevitably
occur
in populationbased studies.
Evaluating
this phenomena
in the context
of marker
prevalence
and true risk may help to explain
disparate
findings
in the literature
and should
assist investigators
in selecting
markers
that are appropriate
for
future
studies.
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